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This collection includes 12 stand alone cozy murder mysteries featuring 7 different dessert-loving,
feisty, amateur sleuths. Books included in the set:Murder In Happy Creek by Meredith PottsAfter her
husband's unexpected passing, retired secretary Rose Calahan just wants to give her heart proper
time to heal. Before she has a chance to, her former private investigator boss is found murdered.
Even more, the murder seems to be tied to an old case that Rose helped her boss in solving. All
signs point to Rose holding the key to finding the killer. She sets out to investigate, determined to
bring the murderer to justice. Fishing For Murder by Meredith PottsAfter losing both her job and her
boyfriend, Hope Hadley trades Hollywood, California, for her hometown of Hollywood, Florida.
Before she has a chance to piece her life back together, her best friend's boyfriend is murdered.
Even worse, the local police wrongfully suspect that her friend is the killer. Determined to clear her
friend's name, Hope sets out to find the real killer herself.Deadpan Murder by Meredith PottsPoppy
Gibson picked a bad day to start a diet. Just as she's having a craving for caramels, she gets the
awful news that her friend, Lara, has been murdered. Even more, it looks like one of Lara's grown
children committed the crime. As Lara's best friend, Poppy finds herself in the best position to wade
through the various motives and alibis to bring the real killer to justice.The Deadly Rival Affair by
K.M. MorganJust when Daisy McDare thinks her life can't get any better, she discovers the dead
body of her neighbor, Eric O'Doul. While the local detective thinks Eric's death was a burglary gone
wrong, Daisy believes something more devious is at play. Determined to bring her neighbor's killer
to justice, Daisy starts snooping around. Unfortunately, she uncovers half a dozen suspects, all with
killer motives. Can Daisy catch the killer in time, or will her intrusion in the case make her the next
victim? Mattress Mart Murder by Kayla MichelleThirty-four year old cosmetics saleswoman Chloe
Cook is busy searching for a love that lasts in the tourist town of Cape Cod when a murder strikes.
The victim is Marty Diamond, a mattress mogul known for his high pressure sales tactics and
schlocky TV ads. Unfortunately, the local police detective suspects that Chloe's good friend Kristina
Miller is the killer. To prove Kristina's innocence, Chloe has to take matters into her own hands and
find the real killer herself.A Novel To Die For by Bridget BowmanNewspaper reporter Deanna Devlin
finally gets a promotion from writing puff pieces to covering more serious stories. Unfortunately, her
next assignment hits a little too close to home when one of her friends is accused of murdering a
local book store owner. Deanna knows her friend couldn't have committed the crime, but the only
way to prove it to the police is to find the real killer herself. There are no shortage of suspects in the
case, including a tarot-card loving mistress, a jaded wife, a sleazy land developer, and a sassy
mother-in-law. With the clock ticking, Deanna scrambles to uncover the truth before it's too late. The

Witches Of Enchanted Bay Six Book Series by Amelia MorganWelcome to Enchanted Bay, a
picture-perfect small town on the coast of Northern California. Meg Walton comes from a long line of
witches. It's a secret her family has been keeping for generations. The Waltons have been living a
quiet existence, running the local donut shop in town. All that changes when a murder occurs. Enter
Connor Smith, Meg's former crush, who left for San Francisco ten years before, and who has now
returned to town as the new detective with the Enchanted Bay police department. If Meg's feelings
were mixed enough over having Connor back in town, the detective wrongfully suspects one of
Meg's good friends for murder.
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As always the Cozy Mystery series never fails to delight. Light easy to read & enjoyable books
usually with a balanced combination of 'who done it' and romance ,.I'm so over the abundance of
'too much information' sex which leaves nothing to the imagination and is so prevalent in many
books , often without a decent storyline , so the Cozy books are very welcome ..

This collection of books is the BEST!!!!! Lite summer reading great mystery to be solved enjoyed
reading books by these author's. I really enjoy the Witches Of Enchanted Bay series have been

reading this series and now to have all in one book plus the other stories. Which were very good
also I like mystery books with a little lite romance thrown in but not major heavy details. I would let
my 16 year old granddaughter read these books.I was given a advance copy to read and write a
honest review.

Dull. If I were an English Professor and my college students handed in these stories as an
assignment, the grades would range between D and C+.Each story's main character is a reluctant,
spur-of-the-moment, amateur private investigator who is smarter than the police. How many
stories-- not even good stories-- can you read in a row with the same setup? Being naive, stupid or
hopeful, I kept reading, thinking it would get better. It didn't.

I've read the majority of these books and enjoyed them immensely. They are just the right length to
read for a day at the beach or a lazy afternoon. There's no cursing or graphic descriptions. The
main characters are loveable sleuths and their friends are the type you'd like to know yourself.I
highly recommend these books. Enjoy!

Books followed a pattern and was very predictable. It seemed they were all written on the same
diagram.

**SPOILER FREE**Love this set! Each one holds it's own plot and characters. They draw you in
and you find yourself finishing each one quickly and before you even realize it! They are fast paced
page turners!*Received for an honest review*

A little too light, all with same premise. I'm not a cop, but will investigate....4th one the best writing,
at first. Did not finish last one. Several had no clues as to the "villain", other than being on a list to
question.

I just love mystery books and I have read most of these books. Some are new and I can say it is a
very good choice of writers. So many different plots and characters. Wow having a gret time reading
these.
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